Fundamentals of

English Grammar
1 Nouns : Kinds of Nouns
1. Common Nouns:
Pick out nouns in the following sentences:
2. girl , letter 3. money, things 4. Sunitha, girl 5. Ashok, boy
6. Kolkata, city
Arrange the following nouns in the different categories.
Person
Animal
Place
Thing
man
cat
temple
train
		
deer
Hyderabad
rice
		
dog
school
ship
		
wolf
garden
car
		
tiger
airport
		
ass
hotel
Pick out the word which is not a noun.
1. sit 2. jump 3. hand 4. down
Pick out the odd one and write it in the space provided.
1. ship
2. fish
3. hen
Choose the right word from the list.
1. teacher 2. tailor 3. Postman 4. Cobbler 5. Fisherman
2. Proper Nouns:
Identify Common Noun and Proper Noun.
Common Noun
Proper Noun
King		
Asoka
Girl
Sujatha
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Capital		
Tokyo, Japan
month,year
January
Prime Minister
Jawaharlal
Pick out the Proper Nouns from the following sentence.
1. London, England 2. New Delhi, India 3. Kalidasa, Sanskrit
4. Holy
5.Mahatma Gandhi
3. abstract Nouns:
Pick out Abstract nouns in the following sentences:
2. truth 3. Honesty, policy 4. strength 5. Cleanliness, Godliness
6. health, wealth 7. grammar
4. Collective nouns:
Fill up the blanks with collective nouns.
1. flock 2. swarm 3. army 4. pack 5. class 6. team
7. committee 8. fleet 9. bunch

2 The Pronouns : Kinds of Pronouns
1. Personal pronouns :
Rewrite the sentences using correct pronouns where necessary.
1. Rama is a good boy. He goes to school daily. He works hard.
2. I have a book. It has many pictures. They are quite interesting.
3. My father gave me a pen. It is a new one. It is costly. I like it very much.
4. He is Rama. He is a lazy boy. He doesn’t attend school daily. He
is disliked by all.
5. Asoka was a great king. He fought many battles. He gave up fighting
at last. He loved peace.
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2. reflexive pronouns:
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of reflexive pronoun.
1. himself 2. himself 3. herself 4. himself 5. ourselves
3. demonstrative pronouns:
Write Adj. for Demonstrative Adjectives, Pron. for Demonstrative
Pronouns.
3. Adj. 4. Adj. 5. Pron. 6. Pron. 7. Adj. 8. Pron. 9. Pron. 10. Pron.
4. interrogative pronouns:
Write Dem.Pron for Demonstrative Pronouns and Dem.Adj. for
Demonstrative Adjectives.
2. Dem. Pron. 3. Dem. Adj. 4. Dem Pron. 5. Dem. Adj.
6. Dem. Pron. 7. Dem. Pron. 8. Dem. Pron. 9. Dem. Pron.
10. Dem. Pron.

3 The Verb

Pick up the verbs in the following sentences:
2. barks 3. write 4. is 5. are 6. build 7. eats 8. drinks
9. play 10. reading
Choose the correct verb in the brackets:
2. carries 3. gives 4. arrest 5. build 6. climbing 7. catches 8. give
9. kills 10. moves
Match the verbs in A with their opposties in B:
2. borrow
x lend
8. live
x die
3. eat
x drink
9. follow
x lead
4. remember x forget 10. busy
x idle
5. rise
x set
11. arrive
x depart
6. begin
x finish
12. lose
x find
7. walk
x run
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4 The Adverb
Pick up Adverbs of manner in the following sentences.
1. happily 2. brightly
3. hard
4. soundly 5. bravely
Pick out Adverbs of Time in the following sentences.
1. now
2. yesterday 3. today 4. late
5. ago
Pick out Adverbs of place in the following sentences.
1. here
2. up
3. down 4. outside 5. far
Pickout Adverbs of Degree or quantity in the following sentences.
1. so
2.very
3. rather 4. so
5. somewhat
Pick out Adverbs in the following sentences. Show what kind of adverbs
does each belong.
1. early : Adv. of time 2. so: Adv. of degree
3. fully : Adv. of degree
4. now: Adv. of time
5. quite: Adv. of degree 6. enough: Adv. of Degree
7. quite: Adv. of degree 8. backward: Adv. of place

5 The Adjective
I. Adjectives of quality :
Pick out the Adjectives of Quality in the following sentences:
1. honest 2. wise 3. lazy 4. intelligent 5.narrow 6. blind
II. Adjectives of quantity :
Pick out the Adjectives of Quality in the following sentence.
1. all 2. lazy 3. foolish, old 4. little, no 5. enough
ii. adjectives of number or numeral adjectives :
Pick out the Numeral Adjectives in the following sentences:
1. some 2. few 3. no 4. four 5. all
Pick out Adjectives of Number or Quantity in the following:
Adj. of Quantity : great, all, half, little
Adj. of Number: some
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Iv. demonstrative adjectives :
Pick out Demonstrative Adjectives in the following sentences:
1. this 2. these 3. those 4. such 5. these
vI. Possessive adjectives :
Pick out the Possessive and Interrogative Adjectives in the following:
Adjective
Possessive
Interrogative
what
which
my
which
whose
-

6 The Preposition
Identify the prepositions in the following sentences. Write them in the
space given.
1. in 2. off 3. from 4. for 5. to, on
Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions:
1. of 2. behind 3. without 4. under 5. on

7 The Conjunction
Pick up the conjuctions and say whether they are joining words, group
of words or sentences.
1. and - joining words 		
2. but - sentences
3. but- sentences
4. unless - groups of words 5. if - groups of words.
Fill in the blanks with suitable conjuctions:
1. untill 2. unlesss 3. or 4. but 5. and
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8 Articles or Use of A, An, The
Fill in the blanks with A or An.
1. A, a
2. An, a
3. An, an
Fill in the blanks with a, an or the.
1. an
6. the, a

2. the, no article
7. The

3. an
8. an, a

4. A, a
4. a
9. an

9 The Sentence

5. An, an
5. the
10. The, an

Arrange the following groups of words in proper order.
1. God is great.
2. Gita sings sweetly.
3. Krishna is a good boy.
4. Uncle Podger hangs a picture.
5. The mango is sweet.
6. Delhi is the capital of India.
7. Vijayawada is on the banks of Krishna.
8. She went to church to pray. 9. The apple fell from the tree.
10. The sun rises in the east.
Rewrite the following sentences using capital letters and full stops.
1. January is the first month of the year.
2. Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch a pail of water.
3. Vijay is fond of cakes and biscuits.
4. Benares is on the banks of the Ganges.
5. America is more advanced than Russia.
6. The Taj Mahal is on the bank of Jamuna in Agra.
7. Our school had many fine buildings.
8. All roads lead to Rome.
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9. Everest is the highest peak in the Himalayas.
10. Akbar was the greatest Moghul Emperor.

10 Subject and Predicate
Read the following sentences and separate the two parts of them.
2.Sub.: dogs Pre.: bark
3. Sub.: Mary Pre.: is a good girl
4.Sub.: He Pre.: is my friend 5. Sub.: India Pre.: is a my motherland
Match the following.
1. The earth
( c )
a. lays eggs
2. Apples
( d )
b. runs fast
3. Birds
( e )
c. moves round the sun
4. Hens
( a )
d. fall on the ground
5. The hare
( b )
e. fly in the air
Note: In Textbook Exercise - 6 predicate is given wrong. So change
them according to the key.

11 The Noun : Number
Write the plural forms of the following nouns.
taxes, foxes, matches, bushes, oxen, boxes, bunches, churches, calves,
cities, leaves, loaves, pianos, cantos, heroes.
Give the singular forms of the following.
goose, child, baby, ox, knife, loaf, dwarf, gulf, solo, cargo, monkey, calf.
Change the following sentences into plural sentences.
1. The cats killed the mice.
2. The dogs ran after the theives.
3. The ladies are watching pictures.
4. The babies are crying for milk.
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Change the following sentences from plural to singular.
2. The baby is sleeping in his mother’s arms.
3. The calf has attacked the sheep.

12 Noun and Gender
Write the gender of each of the following.
Common, Common, Masculine, Feminine, Masculine, Common,
Common, Common, Neuter, Neuter, Common, Feminine,
Masculine, Neuter, Masculine.
Give the opposite gender of the following.
heroine, mama, sir, uncle, hostess, mother, gander, lord, maidservant,
dog, baroness, lion, priestness, poetess.
Rewrite the following sentences.
2. The lioness killed two she-goats and one horse.
3. The girl has gone to her aunt’s house.
4. The headmistress punished the girls for their misbehaviour.
5. The father put his daughter to sleep.
6. The lady and her women invited the empress to dinner.
7. The cow and the she-buffalo killed the tigress.
8. The washerwoman and the manservant gave their mistress a lot
		trouble.
9. The husband told his wife not to quarrel with the gentlewoman.
10. My grandmother along with her sister will be visiting us
		tomorrow.
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13 Possessive Pronouns
Fill in the blanks with suitable Possessive Pronouns.
1. This is my bag. This bag is mine.
2. That is his bag. That bag is his.
3. This is your pen. This pen is yours.
4. She owns that house. That house is hers.
5. They own this factory. This factory is theirs.
6. This album belongs to her. This album is hers.
Rewrite the following sentences.
2. Those books are his.
		 Those books belong to him.
		 He owns those books.
3. This horse is mine.
		 This is my horse.
		 I own this horse.
4. That is my car.
		 That car is mine.
		 That car belongs to me.
5. Those are my toys.
		 Those toys belong to me.
		 I own those toys.
6. That is her new house.
		 That new house belongs to her.
		 That new house is hers.
7. That is her bag of books.
		 She owns that bag of books.
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		 That bag of books is hers.
8. That is his bicycle.
		 That bicycle belongs to him.
		 He owns that bicycle.
9. This is their house.
		 This house belongs to them.
		 They own this house.
10. Those new clothes are ours.
		 Those new clothes belong to us.
		 We own those new clothes.
11. That is her garden.
		 She owns that garden.
		 That garden is hers.
12. Those are my shoes.
		 Those shoes belong to me.
		 I own those shoes.
		

14 Comparison of Adjectives
Give the Comparative and Superlative degrees of the following
adjectives.
1. smaller, smallest
2. greater, greatest
3. bigger,biggest
4. larger, largest
5. thinner, thinnest
6. finer, finest
7. gentler,gentlest
8. more, most
9. younger, youngest
10. kinder, kindest
11. easier, easiest
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15 Agreement of the Verb with the Subject
Fill in the blanks with am/is/are:
1. am
2. is
3. are
6. are
7. are
8. are
11. is
12. is

4. are
9. are

5. is
10. is

Fill in the blanks with has / have :
1. has

2. have

3. has

4. has

6. have

7. have

8. Have

9. Have

5. has
10. have

Choose the correct alternative given in brackets. Fill in the blanks.
1. is

2. is

3. has

4. has

6. has

7. make

8. have

9. is

5. are
10. are

16 The Tense of the Verb
Rewrite the following sentences changing the present tense verb into
the past tense:
2. He got up at five.		
3. Birds flew in the air.
4. Clouds gave us rain.		
5. Sita liked coffee
6. Gita took horlicks		
7. We went to Mumbai
8. She sang a song.		
9. The dog barked.
10. He refused me leave.
Fill in the blanks with the past tense forms of the verbs:
2. had
3. called
4. wrote
5. remembered
6. disliked
7. loved
8. woke
9. swam
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10. examined 11. lost
14. went

12. taught

13. fought

17 The Tense of the Verb (Contd.)
Simple Present Tense and Present Continuous Tense
Rewrite the following sentences using Present Continuous Tense in the
place of Simple Present Tense.
2. She is drinking milk.
3. They are pulling down the tree.
4. They are laying the road.
5. The porter is carrying heavy loads.
6. The teacher is punishing him severely.
7. The telephone is ringing.
Fill in the blanks with the Simple present tense form of the verb:
1. sits, is sitting
2. cooks, is cooking
3. take, am taking
4. goes, is going
5. go, are going
6. play, are playing

18 Negative Sentences
Change the following into Negative Sentences:
1. I am not tired today.
2. He is not a clever boy.
3. She was not hard working.
4. They are not very poor.
5. She is not happy now.
Rewrite the following as Negative Sentences:
2. He does not swim the river easily.
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3. She does not sing sweetly.
4. Sailaja did not work hard.
5. I do not know him well.
Change the following into Negative sentences:
2. Do not read your lessons regularly.
3. Do not do your homework.
4. Do not work hard.
5. Do not keep your clothes clean.
6. Do not remember to respect your teachers.
Change the following into Negative sentences:
1. We cannot speak English well.
2. They will not visit us next week.
3. He was not at home then.
4. The children are not playing in the garden.
5. We are not working hard on the problem.
6. He had no watch.

19 Interrogative Sentences
Rewrite the following statements into interrogative sentences:
1. Are you happy ?
2. Is she hungry ?
3. Are we busy now ?
4. Is he bold ?
5. Are they present today ?
6. Were you absent yesterday ?
7. Can she buy a watch ?
8. Shall I go home now ?
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9. Will Rama return in an hour ?
10. May you go ?
Change the following statements into questions:
1. Are we waiting for the bus ?
2. Are they taking their lunch ?
3. Am I doing my homework ?
4. Is Sarala watching the T.V. ?
5. Is Sunil swimming in the river ?
6. Was Radha dancing in the morning ?
7. Was Shyam drinking milk ?

20 Questions and Answers
Answer the following questions.
2. Yes, he is. No, he isn’t.
3. Yes, I can. No, I can’t
4. Yes, I will. No, I won’t.
5. Yes, I do. No, I don’t
6. Yes, he does. No, he doesn’t.
Answer the following questions briefly :
2. I am seven.
3. I was born in Chennai.
4. I live in Vijayawada. 5. I missed the school bus.
6. I get up at 5 a.m.
Can you write questions for the following answers ?
2. What is your father ?
3. Have you finished your work ?
4. Who are you speaking to ?
5. Who does he live with ?
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21 Comprehension Passages
Passage-1
Answer the following questions:
1. Two classes : books of the hour, books for all time.
2. No
3. Useful or pleasant talk of a person printed for you.
4. It tells you a lively or pathetic story.
Say whether the following statements are True(T) or False(F).
1. T 2. T
3. F
4. T
5. F
6. T
Passage-2
Answer the following questions:
1. The speaker sat in a corner.
2. A large noisy family entered the compartment.
3. The children were quarrelling; the baby was crying.
4. The baby should be lulled to sleep.
5. She hung a saree from a chain in the roof of the
compartment making it a cradle for the baby.
6. She hung the cradle on the alarm chain.
Tick the correct alternative :
i) c
ii) a
iii) c
Passage-3
Say whether the following statements are True or False.
a) F b) T
c) F
d) T e) F f) F
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Answer the questions:
1. In the tropical and sub-tropical oceans.
2. Whale shark is the largest shark about 13 metres long.
3. The blue shark is the fastest swimmer. It swims at 72 km per hour
4. It weighs more than 1300 kg.
5. Plankton and small fish.

22 Story Writing
1. Answer the following questions:
1. The woodcutter went into the forest to cut wood.
2. He sold the wood and earned his living.
3. The axe slipped from his hands and fell into the stream.
4. The fairy took pity on the woodcutter.
5. She jumped into the water and brought out a golden axe.
6. He refused because the golden axe was not his.
2. Answer the following questions:
1. Peter and Paul were two good friends.
2. They were going through a forest.
3. A bear came towards them.
4. Peter ran and climbed a tree.
5. No. He did not learn the art of climbing trees.
6. Wild animals do not harm dead bodies.
7. He lay down like a dead body.
8. The bear sniffed at him.
9. Because he took him for dead.
10. A true friend is never selfish. A friend in need is a friend indeed.
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